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Not a normal family
1.

Quiz
Read the story about the Addams Family on page 34 in TOPIC. Tick the correct answer (a), (b), or (c).
1.








2.

 he Addams Family were invented by …
T
a) a group of artists.
b) a newspaper journalist.

c) a man called Addams.

2. The Addamses are strange because they …
a) eat poisonous food.
b) enjoy scary things.

c) live in a graveyard.

3. The family has …
a) a lot of money.

c) an old car.

b) a modern villa.

4. The Addamses do not realize that other people …
a) are scared of them.
b) want to hurt them.

c) make fun of them.

5. The Addams family cartoons appeared until …
a) the TV series came out.
b) their inventor died.

c) the newspaper closed.

6. Two films about the Addams family …
a) appeared on Netfilx.
b) had bad reviews.

c) came out in the 1990s.

7.

Jenna Ortega is …
a) the star of a new series.

b) Wednesday’s new friend.

8. “The Addams Family 2” can be …
a) played on a computer.
b) read in the newspapers.

c) the producer of a new show.
c) seen in a cinema.

Another way to say … :
Read the phrases from the text (on the left) and match them with the meanings on the right. Page 34 in
TOPIC will help you! There are two extra meanings that you will not need.
a) to be attracted to
b) to find frightening
c) to commit crimes
d) to run for
e) to debut
f) to consist of
g) to revolve around

3.

zu Seite 34

to be afraid of
to continue to be published
to move away
to be shown in public for the first time
to be interested in
to focus on
to do something illegal
to be made of
to find an end

 ind the words:
F
The letters of the adjectives below have been jumbled up. Try to find the words from the text on page 34.
a) YTHALWE
b) HETRNNIGIF
c) BMRAACE
d) LTCIIRASA
e) ICYPATL
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Listening
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zu Seite 34

Listen to the radio show “TOPIC Talk”. You will hear five people talking about the Addams Family. What do they
say? Tick the correct statement(s).
There may be more than one correct answer for each speaker.

1. The presenter
a) is giving away tickets.
b) has won tickets.
c) is going to watch the film.

2. The teenage boy
a) was frightened by the show.
b) w
 atched the series with
someone else.
c) likes one character best.

4. The man

5. The woman

a) will see the film with his kids.
b) likes that the Addamses
love each other.
c) thinks the film is strange.

a) dressed up as an Addams
character.
b) w
 ants to be a vampire.
c) already has tickets.
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3. The elderly lady
a) wants to watch the film.
b) liked the newspaper
cartoons.
c) has given tickets to her
grandchildren.
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